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KMWORLD SINGLE-SPONSORED WEBINARS
KMWorld Web Events are 1-hour topic- and sponsor-specific sessions broadcast
live on the web with streaming audio and PowerPoint presentations. Audiences
have real-time interaction with senior executives and key industry consultants
discussing new solutions, best practices, and actual case studies.

› Detailed monitoring and reporting

KMWorld will produce, market, and broadcast your 1-hour Web Event.

› MP4 files of your event for local playback (trade shows, sales

› Aggressive online advertising campaign
› KMWorld moderator
› Speakers can participate from their own offices.
› Real-time polling and Q&A
› Attendee registration, monitoring, and reporting
› Event archiving and online posting on the KMWorld.com website for

anytime, on-demand viewing for 1 year

› Complete registration management, including final list of all registrants

and participants
› Event archiving on KMWorld.com for 1 year, for anytime, on-demand viewing

presentations, etc.)
› Event presentation (PowerPoint slides) available online postevent for viewing

and downloading.
› 200-lead guarantee

The entire event will be created (with the assistance of the sponsor), managed,
and executed by KMWorld. Our production personnel will assist all participants.

Cost:

$15,000 net

KMWorld provides a turnkey solution for the complete organization,
management, marketing, and execution of your Web Event.

Event Marketing
KMWorld will design and produce:
› An online text invitation with your company logo and session content

summary to be placed on KMWorld.com

Examples of archived KMWorld Web Events,
plus upcoming opportunities, can be viewed
at www.kmworld.com/Webinars.

› Event will be promoted in the KMWorld NewsLinks
› A banner to run on KMWorld.com website
› A reminder phone call and email blast to all registrants prior to the event

Contact us to discuss your KMWorld.com ad program:

Moderators/Industry Experts

Stephen Faig

Adam Shepherd

Group Sales Director
973-224-2930
sfaig@infotoday.com

Account Executive
908-795-3705
ashepherd@infotoday.com

› KMWorld will provide a moderator/industry expert to facilitate your event.

Web Event Program & Highlights
› 1-hour event, complete with streaming audio, broadcast live over the internet
› Producer for staging of content and online rehearsal services at each event
› PowerPoint slide synchronization

LaShawn Fugate
Account Executive
859-278-2223 X 104
lashawn@infotoday.com

› Browser-based Q&A capabilities and polling and survey questions
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2020 KMWORLD SINGLE-SPONSORED
WEBINAR CALENDAR
Available to an exclusive sponsor, KMWorld single-sponsored webinars offer
your organization the opportunity to engage directly with technology buyers and
influencers by delivering your solution message alongside thought leadership and
education. You get the entire spotlight and dedicated leads.
JANUARY 21, 2020

Fast Insights Through Knowledge Graphs and Machine Learning
From automated fraud detection and intelligent chatbots, to dynamic risk analysis and
content-based recommendation engines, knowledge graphs and machine learning are on the
rise as enterprises hunt for more effective ways to connect the dots between the data world
and the business world.
MARCH 24, 2020

The Rise of Intelligent Content Services
As digital information continues to grow at a staggering pace, a new generation of content services
is revolutionizing how businesses approach ECM. Today’s organizations are teeming with diverse
types of content and different types of users, use cases, and requirements. Through automation,
integration, and AI, content services are building upon the foundation of ECM systems to facilitate
better information access, sharing, and collaboration.
MAY 12, 2020

Transforming Customer Experience With Knowledge Management
The importance of customer experience can’t be overstated. It’s where your customer touchpoints
meet your operations. And it’s getting more complex as the number of touchpoints in our
omnichannel world increase. That’s why the customer experience is the highest priority. Smarter
content helps maximize the customer experience. When a customer contacts you, that’s the BEST
opportunity to convert him or her into a loyal customer.
JULY 28, 2020

Modernizing Your Information Governance Strategy
Controlling information access and distribution is one of the top challenges facing insights-driven
organizations today, and the sources and endpoints continue to grow in size and variety, from
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on-premises data centers to cloud applications and smart devices. The global nature of business
further complicates matters. GDPR requires an ongoing effort from companies to stay compliant.
And the amount of litigation in courtrooms continues to expand along with the need for better
e-discovery. Join us to understand best practices in information governance today.
SEPTEMBER 29, 2020

The New World of Document Management
From its humble start in the filing cabinet, document management has evolved to revolutionize
the way people do business with anytime/anywhere access via the cloud, easy collaboration and
retention policy features, automated workflows, and mobile-friendly development. Don’t miss this
special opportunity to learn about the technologies and best practices underpinning the new world
of document management and how it’s delivering serious value to businesses today.
NOVEMBER 17, 2020

Optimizing Your Office 365
Office 365, OneDrive, and SharePoint Online are vital resources in many enterprise digital
workplaces. Knowledge management leaders typically struggle when it comes to protection and
governance of these platforms. Whether you are planning a migration or already have an existing
environment, join us to learn about key considerations surrounding the analysis, preservation, and
data discovery for Office 365 and other Microsoft platforms.
Don’t see a topic on your mind? KMWorld can produce a custom webinar for your organization on
any subject relevant to its audience.

Contact us to discuss your KMWorld.com ad program:
Stephen Faig

LaShawn Fugate

Adam Shepherd

Group Sales Director
973-224-2930
sfaig@infotoday.com

Account Executive
859-278-2223 X 104
lashawn@infotoday.com

Account Executive
908-795-3705
ashepherd@infotoday.com

www.kmworld.com

